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Free download Smithsonian
handbooks rocks minerals
smithsonian handbooks Copy
contains descriptions and photographs of approximately six hundred minerals rocks
and meteorites providing information about the history origin structure composition
properties classification and location of each specimen the book will be beneficial for
the undergraduate course in mineralogy crystallography petrology economic geology
post graduate students for their economic geology course useful as a ready reckoner
for competitive examinations and job interviews and entrepreneurs in mineral
industry civil engineering students will also find this book suitable for their basic
courses in mineralogy petrology the text as far as possible is precise concise and up
to date in facts and figures adequately illustrated and includes photographs and
micro photographs unearth the wonderful world of marvellous minerals spectacular
stones and glistening gems in this complete guide to earth s rocks and minerals
introducing rocks and minerals ultimate handbook the latest title in dk s ultimate
handbook series which takes you on the journey to discover some of the world s most
fascinating rocks minerals and gemstones of the natural world this geology book for
kids includes must know facts and stats about more than 200 rocks minerals and
gems teaching all about where these objects come from what they are made of their
uses and their unique characteristics with stats about each featured rock or mineral
including its colours crystal shapes and the materials it s made of this book is ideal
for budding geologists this fascinating geology book for kids offers thematic pages
introducing different topics including the rock cycle fossils space rocks birthstones
living gems and more bold photographs showing more than 200 rocks and minerals in
great detail including natural sites and buildings like mount rushmore the atacama
desert and the taj mahal each double page feature includes stat boxes annotations
and mind boggling facts to help children become true rockhounds with this highly
engaging geology book children can identify different colours crystal shapes and the
materials different rocks are made of the handbook style format allows children to be
introduced to the topic of rocks and minerals in a way that is detailed without being
overwhelming or talking down to them about the series dk s ultimate handbook series
will spark curiosity and amaze children aged 6 interested in the world around them if
you liked rocks and minerals ultimate handbook then you ll love animal ultimate
handbook and learning about the earth s wildlife or dinosaur ultimate handbook and
exploring the prehistoric world crc practical handbooks are a series of single volume
bench manuals that feature a synthesis of the most frequently used basic reference
information these highly abridged versions of existing crc multi volume handbooks
contain largely tabular and graphic data they provide extensive coverage in a
scientific discipline and enable quick convenient access to the most practical
reference information on the spot leading professionals in their respective fields
collaborated to provide individuals and institutions with an economical and easy to
use source of classic reference information the crc practical handbook of physical
properties of rocks and minerals prepared by leaders in their specialties has been
constructed to serve as a convenient compact yet comprehensive source of basic
information the technical data have been compiled and selectively edited to provide
an organized and definitive presentation of the physical properties of rocks and their
constituent minerals the format is primarily tabular and graphical for easy reference
and comparisons there is also instructive textual material to present explain and
clarify the data this edited and abridged version of the crc handbook of physical
properties of rocks published in three volumes in 1982 1984 will serve as an easy to
use source of current and useful reference information this detailed and easy to use
guide contains striking photography of rocks and minerals from around the globe and
is designed to help readers and collectors identify specimens of these compounds
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which are formed by geological processes in the earth s crust useful for beginners
and serious collectors alike this handy volume features special color photography of
specimens from the natural history museum in london which holds one of the largest
collections in the world beautiful color photographs comprehensive up to date
information suitable for serious collectors and those new to the field special
photography of unique specimens from the natural history museum in london unearth
a treasure trove of knowledge and discover the spectacular array of rocks and
minerals on earth learn how to identify more than 500 rocks and minerals of the
world through stunning photographs detailed characteristics and quick accessible
text inside the pages of this comprehensive book about rocks and minerals you ll
discover a clear visual key distinguishing different rocks and minerals to make
identification easy and accurate entries that include at a glance technical details for
quick reference stunning photographs that show close ups of key details and unique
attributes highlights of the key features of minerals chemical group and composition
hardness specific gravity crystal cleavage and fracture highlights of the key features
of rocks group origin pressure and temperature grain size and shape classification
and fossils all you ever wanted to know about rocks and minerals and then some from
igneous metamorphic and sedimentary rocks to sparkling minerals si handbooks
rocks minerals leaves no stone unturned over 600 high quality photographs highlight
over 500 rock or mineral s distinguishing features explore concise details about each
rock or mineral s texture origin formation and chemical composition to help you with
accurate identification discover a mine of information at your disposal designed for
beginners and experienced collectors alike this mineralogy book explains what rocks
and minerals are how they are classified and what equipment is needed for specimen
collection it s the ultimate gift for rock collectors both beginners and enthusiasts or
anyone studying geology and earth sciences don t stop exploring before you go there
are many more si handbooks to explore discover the cleanest cut photographic field
guide to over 130 gemstones from around the world in si handbooks gemstones learn
all about dinosaurs and prehistoric animals and the world they inhabited millions of
years ago in si handbooks dinosaurs crc practical handbooks are a series of single
volume bench manuals that feature a synthesis of the most frequently used basic
reference information these highly abridged versions of existing crc multi volume
handbooks contain largely tabular and graphic data they provide extensive coverage
in a scientific discipline and enable quick convenient access to the most practical
reference information on the spot leading professionals in their respective fields
collaborated to provide individuals and institutions with an economical and easy to
use source of classic reference information the crc practical handbook of physical
properties of rocks and minerals prepared by leaders in their specialties has been
constructed to serve as a convenient compact yet comprehensive source of basic
information the technical data have been compiled and selectively edited to provide
an organized and definitive presentation of the physical properties of rocks and their
constituent minerals the format is primarily tabular and graphical for easy reference
and comparisons there is also instructive textual material to present explain and
clarify the data this edited and abridged version of the crc handbook of physical
properties of rocks published in three volumes in 1982 1984 will serve as an easy to
use source of current and useful reference information this three volume handbook
provides reliable comprehensive data on the properties of rocks minerals and other
related materials the format is largely tabular and graphical designed for ease of use
in comparisons and referencing the chapters are contributed by recognized experts
from leading university industrial and governmental scientific establishments learn
about rock and mineral formation tools identification finding minerals in the field
legal aspects preparation and preservation cutting and polishing and making jewelry
from your finds numerous illustrations and b w photos a full color field guide to with
everything needed to dive into this exciting hobby this three volume handbook
provides reliable comprehensive data on the properties of rocks minerals and other
related materials the format is largely tabular and graphical designed for ease of use
in comparisons and referencing the chapters are contributed by recognized experts
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from leading university industrial and governmental scientific establishments unlike
some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character
recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where
there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep
the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they
deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy how to find identify and
collect the world s most fascinating specimens featuring over 800 stunning
photographs and artworks page 4 of cover the rocks and minerals inquiry handbook
is designed to guide students through exploration of scientific concepts and features
background information for each topic hands on activities experiments and science
journal pages the various student activities and experiments are inquiry based
student focused and directly related to the focus of lessons provided in the
corresponding kit kit not included 絵を見て楽しむ 本を読んで楽しむ サイトにアクセスして楽しむ 本とインターネットが連動した
新しい図鑑 a look at 294 different rocks minerals and gemstones each entry describes
where the material is found what it is made of and how it is used a contemporary
successor to the louis v pirsson and adolph knopf editions providing a guide and
reference that explains how rocks occur their commercial usage and how to identify
them through macroscopic handspecimen features gives complete coverage of rock
forming minerals rocks and man made rock like materials as well as meteorites
impactites grossans and more tables are provided for identifications based on
megascopic examinations and simple field tests that require no sophisticated
laboratory equipment plus numerous illustrations represent rocks and rock forming
minerals as they appear in nature this essential guide to rocks and minerals is a
concise and accessible reference for students geologists and anyone interested in the
natural world with detailed descriptions of over 200 common rocks as well as
diagrams photographs and tables explaining their properties and characteristics this
book is an indispensable tool for fieldwork lab work and classroom study whether you
re a seasoned rockhound or a curious beginner this handbook has everything you
need to move from novice to expert this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant a comprehensive introduction explains how and where
to find rocks and minerals and makes identification of specimens simple this three
volume handbook provides reliable comprehensive data on the properties of rocks
minerals and other related materials the format is largely tabular and graphical
designed for ease of use in comparisons and referencing the chapters are contributed
by recognized experts from leading university industrial and governmental scientific
establishments the descriptive handbook of rock forming minerals is a simple
reference book of all rock forming and accessory minerals there are two listings for
each mineral 1 physical properties listing all physical properties and 2 optical
properties listing all optical properties visible with a polarizing microscope where
minerals are of a small size or microscopic in nature only the optical properties are
listed for that mineral trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles
our aim is to provide readers with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non
fiction literature that has stood the test of time the many thousands of books in our
collection have been sourced from libraries and private collections around the world
the titles that trieste publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been
scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books the same way that their
first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that period are
often spoiled by imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be
in the form of blurred text photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this
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would occur with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures that the
readers of trieste publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff
has thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the collection repairing or if
necessary rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality this process ensures that
the reader of one of trieste publishing s titles receives a volume that faithfully
reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible gives them the
experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a
pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest quality but also providing
value to every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on
demand however they may also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk
purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored bulk rates
this three volume handbook provides reliable comprehensive data on the properties
of rocks minerals and other related materials the format is largely tabular and
graphical designed for ease of use in comparisons and referencing the chapters are
contributed by recognized experts from leading university industrial and
governmental scientific establishments this is the first field guide written for the
general public and beginners in geology in new zealand now fully revised and
updated it shows travellers in new zealand something of the tremendous variety of
our rocks minerals and fossils and describes what to look for in many areas where
rock formations are prominent it covers the history of new zealand from its
beginnings on the sea floor some 600 million years ago to its present patchwork
landscape of volcano range and plain this land was formed from many different layers
of rock volcanic flows forest debris ocean mud all these have special characteristics
which are explained and illustrated to enable readers to find the layers and
understand their origins and what they can tell us about the landscapes of the past
the crystals that grew in the rocks and the remains of living creatures that were
preserved are also illustrated and described written in simplified terms it includes an
introductory chapter on general geology a geological time chart and quick reference
maps of the north island and the south island for travellers originally published in
1963 this text provides a major revision of the first edition it is devoted to the
feldspar minerals incorporating the advances in knowledge and understanding
arising from the new and improved techniques for the study of minerals that have
developed over the decades between editions the authors have set out to maintain the
general approach used in the other volumes summarizing important research results
and presenting them in an organized fashion this three volume handbook provides
reliable comprehensive data on the properties of rocks minerals and other related
materials the format is largely tabular and graphical designed for ease of use in
comparisons and referencing the chapters are contributed by recognized experts
from leading university industrial and governmental scientific establishments
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Handbook of Rocks, Minerals, and Gemstones
1993

contains descriptions and photographs of approximately six hundred minerals rocks
and meteorites providing information about the history origin structure composition
properties classification and location of each specimen

A Handbook of Minerals, Crystals, Rocks and Ores
2009-01-15

the book will be beneficial for the undergraduate course in mineralogy
crystallography petrology economic geology post graduate students for their
economic geology course useful as a ready reckoner for competitive examinations and
job interviews and entrepreneurs in mineral industry civil engineering students will
also find this book suitable for their basic courses in mineralogy petrology the text as
far as possible is precise concise and up to date in facts and figures adequately
illustrated and includes photographs and micro photographs

Rocks and Minerals Ultimate Handbook
2023-11-02

unearth the wonderful world of marvellous minerals spectacular stones and glistening
gems in this complete guide to earth s rocks and minerals introducing rocks and
minerals ultimate handbook the latest title in dk s ultimate handbook series which
takes you on the journey to discover some of the world s most fascinating rocks
minerals and gemstones of the natural world this geology book for kids includes must
know facts and stats about more than 200 rocks minerals and gems teaching all about
where these objects come from what they are made of their uses and their unique
characteristics with stats about each featured rock or mineral including its colours
crystal shapes and the materials it s made of this book is ideal for budding geologists
this fascinating geology book for kids offers thematic pages introducing different
topics including the rock cycle fossils space rocks birthstones living gems and more
bold photographs showing more than 200 rocks and minerals in great detail including
natural sites and buildings like mount rushmore the atacama desert and the taj mahal
each double page feature includes stat boxes annotations and mind boggling facts to
help children become true rockhounds with this highly engaging geology book
children can identify different colours crystal shapes and the materials different rocks
are made of the handbook style format allows children to be introduced to the topic of
rocks and minerals in a way that is detailed without being overwhelming or talking
down to them about the series dk s ultimate handbook series will spark curiosity and
amaze children aged 6 interested in the world around them if you liked rocks and
minerals ultimate handbook then you ll love animal ultimate handbook and learning
about the earth s wildlife or dinosaur ultimate handbook and exploring the prehistoric
world

Practical Handbook of Physical Properties of Rocks
and Minerals (1988)
2017-11-22

crc practical handbooks are a series of single volume bench manuals that feature a
synthesis of the most frequently used basic reference information these highly
abridged versions of existing crc multi volume handbooks contain largely tabular and
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graphic data they provide extensive coverage in a scientific discipline and enable
quick convenient access to the most practical reference information on the spot
leading professionals in their respective fields collaborated to provide individuals and
institutions with an economical and easy to use source of classic reference
information the crc practical handbook of physical properties of rocks and minerals
prepared by leaders in their specialties has been constructed to serve as a convenient
compact yet comprehensive source of basic information the technical data have been
compiled and selectively edited to provide an organized and definitive presentation of
the physical properties of rocks and their constituent minerals the format is primarily
tabular and graphical for easy reference and comparisons there is also instructive
textual material to present explain and clarify the data this edited and abridged
version of the crc handbook of physical properties of rocks published in three
volumes in 1982 1984 will serve as an easy to use source of current and useful
reference information

Rocks and Minerals
2020-11-17

this detailed and easy to use guide contains striking photography of rocks and
minerals from around the globe and is designed to help readers and collectors
identify specimens of these compounds which are formed by geological processes in
the earth s crust useful for beginners and serious collectors alike this handy volume
features special color photography of specimens from the natural history museum in
london which holds one of the largest collections in the world beautiful color
photographs comprehensive up to date information suitable for serious collectors and
those new to the field special photography of unique specimens from the natural
history museum in london

Rocks & Minerals
2021-08-03

unearth a treasure trove of knowledge and discover the spectacular array of rocks
and minerals on earth learn how to identify more than 500 rocks and minerals of the
world through stunning photographs detailed characteristics and quick accessible
text inside the pages of this comprehensive book about rocks and minerals you ll
discover a clear visual key distinguishing different rocks and minerals to make
identification easy and accurate entries that include at a glance technical details for
quick reference stunning photographs that show close ups of key details and unique
attributes highlights of the key features of minerals chemical group and composition
hardness specific gravity crystal cleavage and fracture highlights of the key features
of rocks group origin pressure and temperature grain size and shape classification
and fossils all you ever wanted to know about rocks and minerals and then some from
igneous metamorphic and sedimentary rocks to sparkling minerals si handbooks
rocks minerals leaves no stone unturned over 600 high quality photographs highlight
over 500 rock or mineral s distinguishing features explore concise details about each
rock or mineral s texture origin formation and chemical composition to help you with
accurate identification discover a mine of information at your disposal designed for
beginners and experienced collectors alike this mineralogy book explains what rocks
and minerals are how they are classified and what equipment is needed for specimen
collection it s the ultimate gift for rock collectors both beginners and enthusiasts or
anyone studying geology and earth sciences don t stop exploring before you go there
are many more si handbooks to explore discover the cleanest cut photographic field
guide to over 130 gemstones from around the world in si handbooks gemstones learn
all about dinosaurs and prehistoric animals and the world they inhabited millions of
years ago in si handbooks dinosaurs
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Practical Handbook of Physical Properties of Rocks
and Minerals
1988-12-31

crc practical handbooks are a series of single volume bench manuals that feature a
synthesis of the most frequently used basic reference information these highly
abridged versions of existing crc multi volume handbooks contain largely tabular and
graphic data they provide extensive coverage in a scientific discipline and enable
quick convenient access to the most practical reference information on the spot
leading professionals in their respective fields collaborated to provide individuals and
institutions with an economical and easy to use source of classic reference
information the crc practical handbook of physical properties of rocks and minerals
prepared by leaders in their specialties has been constructed to serve as a convenient
compact yet comprehensive source of basic information the technical data have been
compiled and selectively edited to provide an organized and definitive presentation of
the physical properties of rocks and their constituent minerals the format is primarily
tabular and graphical for easy reference and comparisons there is also instructive
textual material to present explain and clarify the data this edited and abridged
version of the crc handbook of physical properties of rocks published in three
volumes in 1982 1984 will serve as an easy to use source of current and useful
reference information

Handbook of Physical Properties of Rocks (1982)
2017-11-22

this three volume handbook provides reliable comprehensive data on the properties
of rocks minerals and other related materials the format is largely tabular and
graphical designed for ease of use in comparisons and referencing the chapters are
contributed by recognized experts from leading university industrial and
governmental scientific establishments

A Handbook of Rocks
1896

learn about rock and mineral formation tools identification finding minerals in the
field legal aspects preparation and preservation cutting and polishing and making
jewelry from your finds numerous illustrations and b w photos

The Rockhound's Handbook
1996

a full color field guide to with everything needed to dive into this exciting hobby

Revival
2018-12-31

this three volume handbook provides reliable comprehensive data on the properties
of rocks minerals and other related materials the format is largely tabular and
graphical designed for ease of use in comparisons and referencing the chapters are
contributed by recognized experts from leading university industrial and
governmental scientific establishments
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A Handbook of Rocks, for Use Without the
Microscope
2017-08-13

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical
character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in
books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the
original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these
old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

Mineral Collector's Handbook
1998-08-01

how to find identify and collect the world s most fascinating specimens featuring over
800 stunning photographs and artworks page 4 of cover

Rocks and Minerals
1965

the rocks and minerals inquiry handbook is designed to guide students through
exploration of scientific concepts and features background information for each topic
hands on activities experiments and science journal pages the various student
activities and experiments are inquiry based student focused and directly related to
the focus of lessons provided in the corresponding kit kit not included

Handbook Physical Properties of Rocks
1982-02-16

絵を見て楽しむ 本を読んで楽しむ サイトにアクセスして楽しむ 本とインターネットが連動した新しい図鑑

A Handbook of Rocks
1927

a look at 294 different rocks minerals and gemstones each entry describes where the
material is found what it is made of and how it is used

A Handbook of Rocks, for Use Without the
Microscope
2012-01

a contemporary successor to the louis v pirsson and adolph knopf editions providing a
guide and reference that explains how rocks occur their commercial usage and how
to identify them through macroscopic handspecimen features gives complete
coverage of rock forming minerals rocks and man made rock like materials as well as
meteorites impactites grossans and more tables are provided for identifications based
on megascopic examinations and simple field tests that require no sophisticated
laboratory equipment plus numerous illustrations represent rocks and rock forming
minerals as they appear in nature
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The Practical Encyclopedia of Rocks & Minerals
2006

this essential guide to rocks and minerals is a concise and accessible reference for
students geologists and anyone interested in the natural world with detailed
descriptions of over 200 common rocks as well as diagrams photographs and tables
explaining their properties and characteristics this book is an indispensable tool for
fieldwork lab work and classroom study whether you re a seasoned rockhound or a
curious beginner this handbook has everything you need to move from novice to
expert this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Rocks and Minerals Earth and Space Science
Inquiry Handbook Discovering Science Through
Inquiry
2011

a comprehensive introduction explains how and where to find rocks and minerals and
makes identification of specimens simple

A Handbook of Rocks, for Use Without the
Petrographic Microscope
1942

this three volume handbook provides reliable comprehensive data on the properties
of rocks minerals and other related materials the format is largely tabular and
graphical designed for ease of use in comparisons and referencing the chapters are
contributed by recognized experts from leading university industrial and
governmental scientific establishments

Minerals, Rocks and Gems
1970

the descriptive handbook of rock forming minerals is a simple reference book of all
rock forming and accessory minerals there are two listings for each mineral 1
physical properties listing all physical properties and 2 optical properties listing all
optical properties visible with a polarizing microscope where minerals are of a small
size or microscopic in nature only the optical properties are listed for that mineral

岩石と鉱物
2008-01

trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide
readers with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction literature
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that has stood the test of time the many thousands of books in our collection have
been sourced from libraries and private collections around the world the titles that
trieste publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been scanned to
simulate the original our readers see the books the same way that their first readers
did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that period are often spoiled
by imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form
of blurred text photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this would
occur with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures that the readers of
trieste publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has
thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the collection repairing or if
necessary rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality this process ensures that
the reader of one of trieste publishing s titles receives a volume that faithfully
reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible gives them the
experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a
pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest quality but also providing
value to every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on
demand however they may also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk
purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored bulk rates

The Encyclopedia of Rocks, Minerals, and
Gemstones
2001

this three volume handbook provides reliable comprehensive data on the properties
of rocks minerals and other related materials the format is largely tabular and
graphical designed for ease of use in comparisons and referencing the chapters are
contributed by recognized experts from leading university industrial and
governmental scientific establishments

Rocks and Rock Minerals
1979

this is the first field guide written for the general public and beginners in geology in
new zealand now fully revised and updated it shows travellers in new zealand
something of the tremendous variety of our rocks minerals and fossils and describes
what to look for in many areas where rock formations are prominent it covers the
history of new zealand from its beginnings on the sea floor some 600 million years
ago to its present patchwork landscape of volcano range and plain this land was
formed from many different layers of rock volcanic flows forest debris ocean mud all
these have special characteristics which are explained and illustrated to enable
readers to find the layers and understand their origins and what they can tell us
about the landscapes of the past the crystals that grew in the rocks and the remains
of living creatures that were preserved are also illustrated and described written in
simplified terms it includes an introductory chapter on general geology a geological
time chart and quick reference maps of the north island and the south island for
travellers

Rocks and Rock Minerals
1956

originally published in 1963 this text provides a major revision of the first edition it is
devoted to the feldspar minerals incorporating the advances in knowledge and
understanding arising from the new and improved techniques for the study of
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minerals that have developed over the decades between editions the authors have set
out to maintain the general approach used in the other volumes summarizing
important research results and presenting them in an organized fashion

A Handbook Of RocksFor Use Without The
Petrographic Microscope
2023-07-18

this three volume handbook provides reliable comprehensive data on the properties
of rocks minerals and other related materials the format is largely tabular and
graphical designed for ease of use in comparisons and referencing the chapters are
contributed by recognized experts from leading university industrial and
governmental scientific establishments

The Complete Book of Rocks and Minerals
1995-07

Handbook Physical Properties of Rocks
1984-04-18

Mineral-Rock Handbook
1989-11-01

Descriptive Handbook of the Rock Forming
Minerals
2010

Prospecting for Minerals
2017-09-16

Handbook Physical Properties of Rocks
1984-04-18

The Field Guide to New Zealand Geology
2009

Rock-forming Minerals
1978
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Handbook of Rock Analysis
2003

Rocks and Rock Minerals
1949

Revival
2018-12-31

Handbook of Physical Properties of Rocks (1984)
2017-11-22

Revival
2018-12-31

Rocks and Minerals
2008
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